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In 2017, JSTOR received a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
determine the feasibility of developing a scalable solution to the digitization of Arabiclanguage texts. Throughout the two-year project, we worked in deep collaboration with
other organizations and initiatives in the academic community. This white paper is
intended to share the result of this investigation as broadly as possible to help inform
and further the work of others. We hope that individuals and organizations working in
the areas of broadening access to Arabic language material – through digitization, OCR,
machine learning, search and more – will read this and share their comments and
experiences.
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The JSTOR Arabic-Language Digitization Planning project has been made possible in
part by the National Endowment for the Humanities: Exploring the human endeavor.
Any views, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this paper, do not
necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

JSTOR, a service of the not-for-profit organization ITHAKA, collaborates with the
academic community to help libraries connect students and faculty to vital content while
lowering costs and increasing shelf space, provides independent researchers with free
and low-cost access to scholarship, and helps publishers reach new audiences and
preserve their content for future generations.
Copyright 2019 ITHAKA. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International License. To view a copy of the license, please see
http://creative-commons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
ITHAKA is interested in disseminating this paper as widely as possible. Please contact us
with any questions about using the report: support@jstor.org.
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Summary
In 2017, JSTOR received a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
investigate processes for digitizing Arabic-language scholarly content. Our goal in the
project was to develop a workflow for scanning Arabic materials--especially journals-that is reasonably cost-efficient, feasible to implement at scale, and likely to produce
high-quality images and metadata, including fully searchable text.
Our investigation involved three components:
1. Licensing the rights needed to digitize a sample Arabic-language journal, which we
were able to accomplish thanks to the generous participation of the American University
of Beirut for their journal al-Abhath.
2. Creating a set of metadata capture guidelines for Arabic-language journals. These
guidelines are important because accurate metadata is an essential factor in content
discovery. Guidelines are used to ensure consistent capture and naming of elements
across the issues of a journal and across many journals. While in most ways JSTOR’s
standard metadata capture guidelines for journals would suffice, there are some aspects
to Arabic metadata capture that require specialized direction and on which we provide
details later in this paper.
3. Digitizing a small set of Arabic-language journal content. This component included
not only scanning the journal pages, but finding an OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
solution that provides consistently highly-accurate output, something that is not yet
yielded via commercially available OCR packages. As detailed later in this paper, JSTOR
was fortunate to have an opportunity to work with the Open Islamicate Texts Initiative
(OpenITI)1 which had seen very promising results using open source software called
Kraken that their technical lead, Benjamin Kiessling, developed.2 JSTOR was able to
conclude this component of the project working with OpenITI and Apex CoVantage
(Apex), a long-term digitization service provider for JSTOR.
Through the OpenITI, JSTOR, and Apex collaboration, a workflow was created that can
be summarized through these steps:
•
•

OpenITI reviewed pages from the journal al-Abhath for distinct typefaces and
created training data for its OCR software representative of those typefaces.
OpenITI ran OCR on pages from issues of al-Abhath selected by JSTOR, and
assessed the accuracy of that output.

For more information on OpenITI, visit their site at: https://iti-corpus.github.io/index.html.
“Important New Developments in Arabographic Optical Character Recognition (OCR)” available at:
https://www.academia.edu/28923960/Important_New_Developments_in_Arabographic_Optical_Charact
er_Recognition_OCR_
1

2
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•
•

Apex integrated this OCR output into its workflow and provided JSTOR with
final deliverables conforming to JSTOR-determined specifications.
JSTOR provided feedback and direction on Apex’s implementation of the
metadata specifications.

In this portion of the project, JSTOR’s primary role was to coordinate communications
and handoffs with/between OpenITI and Apex, set and monitor deadlines, and assess
how and if what was learned by this investigative project could translate into a costeffective and operationalized workflow for digitizing Arabic journal content at a high
level of accuracy.
Through this investigation, we concluded that, using new metadata guidelines and
OpenITI’s software, and leveraging specific workflows created jointly with Apex, it is
possible for JSTOR to digitize Arabic language journals with the high-degree of accuracy
needed to support search and discovery at a cost of approximately $3 per page, with the
promise that this per page cost could be reduced further through continuous
improvements in the OCR software engine.
In this white paper, we contextualize our investigation in the broader landscape of digital
scholarly literature in Arabic. We then document our approach and findings from this
project, which took place over 20 months from April 2017 through December 2018. And
finally, we lay out some areas we identified for potential further research.

Introduction: Reflecting Global Scholarship in our Digital
Scholarly Resources
The ease of digitizing and making available online content in English and other
languages that use the Latin character set has obscured a much more complicated
situation for content using non-Latin character sets. Important scholarly texts in nonLatin languages are often still available only in print form, or have been digitized with
lower quality OCR or no OCR at all, leaving them largely undiscoverable online to
scholarly audiences.
Arabic-language scholarly texts collectively form a prime example of the challenges of
digitizing texts that use non-Latin character sets. While there have been several valuable
efforts to digitize Arabic-language scholarly journals and special collections, a lack of
highly accurate OCR software for Arabic as well as the costs for granular metadata
capture has hampered both the sustained digitization of printed texts, and the
discoverability and usability of those Arabic-language texts that have been converted
from print to digital form. Overcoming these challenges is crucial not only to ensure that
our understanding of scholarship is global, but because Arabic-language scholarly texts
face special challenges around access and preservation. Addressing a key prerequisite for
making digitized texts searchable and usable—an effective and cost-efficient digitization
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and OCR process—could be an important accelerator in a scholarly community-led effort
to digitize and digitally preserve these at-risk materials.
The need for Arabic language scholarly materials online is well established.3 In
participating in this project, JSTOR hoped to be a support to the educators, librarians,
and scholars already engaged in in this area. A selection of these efforts is described
here:
•
•

•

•

Project AMEEL, a project from 2005-2007 based at Yale University, digitized
350,000 pages of Arabic content.4
The wide-ranging work of the Middle East Librarians Association has tackled
many aspects of the preservation, digitization, and collecting of materials in
Arabic across geography and content type. MELA members have built
infrastructure in numerous areas, from cataloging to discovery, and is a leader in
the preservation of cultural heritage and in working to address the urgent
problems of looting and destruction of materials in areas of the region affected by
conflict. Directly related to this project is Evyn Korpf’s essential foregrounding of
the challenges of Arabic OCR, published in 2008. 5
Arabic Collections Online, sponsored by New York University in Abu Dhabi,
contains over 10,000 volumes in Arabic, digitized to a rigorous and welldocumented standard, and has “a goal of reaching 20,000 volumes.”6
The Digital Library of the Middle East, founded by The Council on Library and
Information Resources, focuses on cultural heritage materials on an open source
platform developed by Stanford University Libraries, with capabilities for display
in both Romanized and Arabic forms.7

The need for scholarly materials online in other languages that use the Arabic alphabet, such as Persian or
Urdu, is also well established, but for the purposes of defining scope, our project concerned Arabic only.
4 For more information about AMEEL and access to available content, visit:
https://web.library.yale.edu/digital-collections/arabic-and-middle-eastern-electronic-library. For a detailed
review of AMEEL, see also: Samoeil, Simon. “Digitization of Near East Materials From a Curatorial Point of
View.” MELA Notes, no. 83, 2010, pp. 39–41. JSTOR, https://www.jstor.org/stable/29785925.
5 Kropf, Evyn. “Training Challenges: A Practical Report of an Arabic OCR Experience.” MELA Notes, no. 81,
2008, pp. 1–13. JSTOR, https://www.jstor.org/stable/29785882. See also Kropf, Evyn, and Jonathan
Rodgers. “Collaboration in Cataloguing: Islamic Manuscripts at Michigan.” MELA Notes, no. 82, 2009, pp.
17–29. JSTOR, https://www.jstor.org/stable/29785905, and Moustafa, Laila Hussein. “The Role of Middle
East Studies Librarians in Preserving Cultural Heritage Materials.” MELA Notes, no. 90, 2017, pp. 15–22.
JSTOR, https://www.jstor.org/stable/26407383.
6 Parrott, Justin. “Crossing Boundaries with Arabic Collections Online.” MELA Notes, no. 90, 2017, pp. 13–
14. JSTOR, https://www.jstor.org/stable/26407382. See also http://dlib.nyu.edu/aco/.
7 https://dlme.clir.org/; https://dlme.clir.org/2018/01/31/announcing-digital-library-middle-eastprototype/, accessed 27 Feb 2019.
3
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•

Commercial endeavors such as Gale Cengage and al-Menhal have also produced
substantial digitized collections.8

Our aim in this project was to investigate methods for digitizing Arabic-language
scholarly journal content at scale such that the output was highly accurate and would
reflect best practices, while also being cost-effective. The intent was for the outcomes of
this project to be helpful in guiding JSTOR’s own potential plans to digitize Arabiclanguage texts, but also to be informative to others. By fully documenting our process,
we hope our work can benefit future digitization efforts of Arabic-language scholarly
texts in the broader academic community, as well as inform the possible re-digitization
of work undertaken five or ten years ag0 to improve its discoverability. Ultimately, we
hope that our contribution to the scholarly community’s collective knowledge base in this
area can help to stimulate further interest in the digitization of Arabic-language scholarly
materials, and thus increase the volume of Arabic-language content that is preserved in
digital form and made available for research and teaching.

Methodology
JSTOR was founded to create a shared digital library of printed materials to preserve this
content centrally on behalf of libraries and to make it widely accessible online. JSTOR
launched in 1997 by digitizing the complete archival back runs of ten economics and ten
history journals. Today, JSTOR ’s Archive Collections contain the complete back runs of
over 2,700 journals totaling more than 75 million pages, across over 75 disciplines. The
context for our exploration into Arabic is this interdisciplinary corpus, and stems from a
broad effort to expand globally, focusing on academic and cultural journals in the
humanities and social sciences, where the focus of this corpus has been. As the JSTOR
collections have expanded, we have aimed to digitize and make available journals and
other materials to better represent global scholarship, through greater diversity of
language and geographic coverage.
JSTOR’s approach to building its corpus of scholarly materials is selective in nature.
Publications that are invited to participate have a long history, are well-established in
their fields, are rigorously reviewed by expert peer groups, and have made a longstanding and ongoing contribution to intellectual life. Additionally, JSTOR works with
advisors, including subject specialist librarians and faculty,9 who identify publications
that represent sources of irreducible value in their respective fields. In keeping with this
approach, working with an Arabic-language journal with a similar standing was a key

https://www.gale.com/intl/primary-sources/early-arabic-printed-books-from-the-british-library.
https://www.almanhal.com/en/Collection/JournalCollections
9 Examples of advisory groups convened for JSTOR collection development include:
https://about.jstor.org/whats-in-jstor/security-studies/ and https://about.jstor.org/whats-in-jstor/lives-ofliterature/
8
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choice. In the case of Arabic language scholarship, JSTOR was fortunate to have the
expert advice of MELA, with whom we worked in 2016-7 to conduct an informal survey
on publications of high value in Arabic for which a need for digital access was clear.
Additionally, while some of the projects mentioned above have focused on out-ofcopyright materials like books (for which a critical need also exists), this project would
focus on a serial in the humanities and social sciences with both a long history and highly
regarded issues regularly produced today.
This approach led us to the journal al-Abhath, a preeminent Arabic-language scholarly
journal in the humanities published by the American University of Beirut (AUB). AlAbhath has been published at AUB since 1948 and not only captured a critical period in
the cultural and political history of the contemporary Middle East, but also represents
the vibrant dialogue among scholars in Lebanon and globally. With a loose focus on the
study of the Arab world, the journal publishes articles from scholars working across the
humanities and social sciences. Al-Abhath is similar to other journals from around the
world that have established themselves as irreducible in their value, such as Daedalus in
the United States or Revue des Deux Mondes in France. It is also multilingual; its
primary language of publication is Arabic, but it also includes some articles in other
languages, as well as English-language abstracts and tables of contents. Its long
influence, broad approach, and the presence of multiple languages made this title an
especially appealing journal with which to begin our investigation.
Fortunately, a portion of al-Abhath had earlier been included in Project AMEEL,
mentioned above. AMEEL provides access to this journal at the issue level and with
limited searchability. Building on this work, JSTOR’s project would look at both the
potential for producing consistently highly accurate OCR (i.e., high 90s for characterlevel accuracy on a per page basis) and more granular metadata. AUB generously gave
Yale University Library permission to provide JSTOR the page images of al-Abhath
created for AMEEL for use in this project. With the digital page scans in hand, our
focused turned to OCR and metadata capture.
JSTOR, has two decades of experience in managing large-scale text digitization projects,
both in Western languages and otherwise. Presently journal articles in approximately 30
languages appear on JSTOR, though very few are in non-Latin character set languages.
Notably, in 2012-2015, JSTOR partnered with the University of Haifa and the National
Library of Israel to conduct a successful grant-funded Hebrew-language journal
digitization project.10 While the building of this corpus has yielded some expertise in
multilingual content among our own staff, we also have long-term working relationships
with two main digitization service providers (Apex and Ninestars Information
Technologies) whose own experience and expertise has amply supported JSTOR’s needs.
JSTOR worked with Apex on the Hebrew-language digitization project, and their

More about this collaboration can be found at: https://lib.haifa.ac.il/index.php/en/projects-collectionseng/arch-proj-eng/ijstor-about-eng
10
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experience from this project, both with JSTOR’s requirements and with developing
workflows to process this content accurately and at scale, led us to invite them to work
on this project as well.
While libraries frequently do manual capture of each piece of metadata, both of JSTOR’s
digitization service providers have workflows and systems set up to use the OCR output
as the basis for metadata (where appropriate) with manual cleanup done as needed. This
workflow creates efficiencies but also requires highly accurate OCR output in order to
support those efficiencies. As noted elsewhere in this paper, highly accurate OCR is
generally feasible for Western European languages using the Latin character set, but it is
known to be more problematic for Arabic. Using ABBYY FineReader, a widely used
commercial OCR software, we saw per page character accuracy rates in the 70-75% range
(as opposed to 99% or higher for Latin character OCR). While we expect this accuracy to
increase as ABBYY makes improvements, we were looking for an accuracy rate in the
high 90s in order to maintain these efficiencies in metadata capture as well as support
the end user discovery experience.
In June 2017, at Harvard University’s invitation, JSTOR attended a meeting sponsored
by Harvard’s Digital Library of the Eastern Mediterranean. The focus of the meeting was
Arabic OCR, and among the attendees were the Principal Investigators (PIs) for
OpenITI. OpenITI reported utilizing a different technical approach that could
consistently yield page-level character accuracy rates of 97% or higher. Of particular
interest was their desire to create a more robust, accurate, and cost-effective OCR
resource for scholars of Arabic and Persian texts using open source OCR software called
Kraken, developed by the team’s technical lead Benjamin Kiessling. Their focus on
scholarly communication aligned with JSTOR’s mission, and JSTOR therefore initiated
discussions with the OpenITI PIs on the grant project. Our primary contact was Matthew
Miller.
A crucial factor in the accuracy of the OpenITI’s OCR output is the training of the Kraken
software. While OpenITI’s 2016 paper and Appendix A of this paper describe the training
process in more detail and should be read to get the most informed understanding, we
will provide a brief overview:
•
•
•

First, the content to be processed must be reviewed to identify different typefaces
and variants within those typefaces.
An appropriate volume of lines of text representing each typeface and its variants
are selected.
A machine-readable version of each line is manually captured and associated
with the digital image of the corresponding text. Those images and the
corresponding machine-readable version are then used to train Kraken to
recognize a flat image of similar text in the future. The greater the number of
lines of text that are captured for training purposes, the more likely that the
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•

variations in the typeface will be adequately represented in the training data,
such that permutations of the text can be subsequently recognized by Kraken.
In time, as Kraken is trained on more typefaces, a more robust generalized
recognition model for character recognition emerges that yields greater accuracy
across typefaces. Furthermore, using this generalized model, as additional
typefaces are identified, it is anticipated that less and less training data will need
to be created in order to attain the desired high accuracy rates. As implied above,
a further factor in Kraken’s success is its use of a neural network to recognize
characters within a line of text (i.e., as they would normally appear) rather than
as standalone characters.

Discussions between JSTOR and OpenITI resulted in an initial agreement in December
2017 to identify the typefaces present in the page images of al-Abhath. These issues
covered vols. 1-50/51 (1948-2001/2002), with some gaps. OpenITI would create training
data based on the identified typefaces and use the data to train Kraken. Next, it would
run OCR on pages for a subset of al-Abhath issues selected by JSTOR. Those page
images and corresponding OCR files would then be integrated into a conversion process
conducted by Apex.
OpenITI’s review of the available al-Abhath page images indicated that there were two
main typefaces with multiple variants within each. It was decided that a total of 7,000
lines of text would be sufficient to create the needed training data, and OpenITI labored
during the first quarter of 2018 on the manual capture of that data. Upon completion of
the training data in early April, it was used via fully automated processes to train the
OCR software.
During the second and third quarters of 2018, JSTOR worked with OpenITI and Apex on
OCR output, first producing a sample and then later a full set of OCR, for review and
related questions. In order better to integrate the OCR output into its own workflows,
Apex requested that OpenITI run OCR on zone-level images rather than full-page
images. Roughly speaking, zone-level images are created by dividing images of the
digitized pages into zones to specify reading order. A single page may have multiple
zones depending upon the complexity of its formatting. In its own workflows for JSTOR,
Apex runs OCR on zone-level images and then reassembles the OCR zones into a single
page-level file for delivery to JSTOR. Consequently, there was discussion of zone-level vs.
full-page images as input in order to ensure a common understanding of inputs as well
as outputs. Apex raised multiple additional technical questions once they saw OCR
output in order to confirm their understanding of it. While it is not necessary to detail
these questions, it is worth noting their existence, as any such integration of new,
external output into an already established workflow will raise numerous questions and
requests for clarification, and time must be allotted to address them.
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In July 2018, Apex took four al-Abhath pages for which OpenITI had provided OCR
output and conducted a very small test to compare the accuracy of the OpenITI output
with that of ABBYY. The results of this comparison are described in detail in Appendix A.
In brief, the OpenITI output was, with some exceptions, notably more accurate than that
of ABBYY, attaining the desired accuracy rates in the high 90s. Given the very limited
nature of this test, it was not meant to provide a statistically meaningful measurement of
average accuracy for the two OCR applications. Instead, it confirmed our earlier
understanding of their relative accuracy and underscored the promising nature (from an
accuracy standpoint) of OpenITI’s approach. OpenITI subsequently reviewed Apex’s
findings in more depth and determined that there were different understandings of what
constituted an error (e.g., conversion of Eastern Arabic numerals in the source text into
Western Arabic numerals in the OCR output, exclusion of diacritics from the OCR
output). There were also a smaller number of instances where there was no error at all.
Given OpenITI’s understanding of Kraken, its output, and the Arabic character system in
general, JSTOR asked them to undertake an accuracy assessment of Kraken’s output
across a wider number of al-Abhath pages. OpenITI agreed and spent the fourth quarter
of 2018 conducting a detailed assessment on fifty pages, the results of which are noted
below as well as being described in detail in Appendix A.
While OCR was a crucial element in the investigation into Arabic digitization, metadata
capture is of course also very important. Metadata capture was divided into two main
efforts: 1) A JSTOR effort to develop metadata capture guidelines, and 2) Apex’s work to
capture metadata from the al-Abhath issues selected for digitization.
During the fourth quarter of 2017, a metadata librarian from JSTOR’s Content
Management team worked with an Arabic-language consultant already familiar with our
standard metadata requirements. JSTOR is in the process of migrating from our current
journals metadata specification (i.e., an adaptation of the National Library of Medicine’s
Archiving and Interchange Tag Suite, or NLM DTD11) to a JSTOR-specific adaptation of
the NISO Journal Article Tag Suite, or JATS12, a successor to the NLM DTD. We
determined that developing a full set of distinct metadata capture guidelines for Arabiclanguage journal content was not needed. Arabic-language scholarly journals do not
generally differ significantly in the presence, location, or formatting of relevant metadata
from their Western language counterparts. Instead, JSTOR’s metadata guidelines for
Arabic journals addressed areas such as, but not limited to:
•

11
12

Ensuring a consistent understanding and application of how Arabic-language
metadata (e.g., author names) were to be parsed into relevant constituent
elements.

More information about the NLM DTD can be found at: https://dtd.nlm.nih.gov/.
More information about JATS can be found at: https://jats.nlm.nih.gov/.
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•

•

•

Ensuring clarity regarding the capture of metadata present in multiple languages
in the source (e.g., capturing an article title when it is given in both Arabic and
English, or ordering pages in an issue containing both Arabic- and Englishlanguage sections, where the two sections start at opposite ends of the issue and
progress inward).
Ensuring that JSTOR practices (e.g., collecting non-article pages at the front of
the issue into an article called “Front Matter”) had appropriate Arabic-language
counterparts.
Accounting for JSTOR system requirements that might not be supported by
Arabic-based metadata. For example, JSTOR’s systems require a publication date
that reflects the Gregorian calendar. In cases where the available publication date
reflects the Islamic/Hijri calendar, conversion of the date is necessary. The
metadata guidelines provide direction on doing this.

The result was that while JSTOR expected that Apex would apply our standard JATSbased metadata capture guidelines to any content in this project, a companion document
covering metadata capture specific to Arabic journals content was developed. This
companion document, while applied only on al-Abhath for this project, can be used for
any Arabic journal content that JSTOR processes as well as informing metadata capture
practices for other Arabic journal digitization projects. The companion document is
attached as Appendix B.
In the fourth quarter of 2018, Apex processed the page images and corresponding OCR
output for the selected whole issues of al-Abhath totaling 4,000 pages.13 These issues
were selected because their content represented a variety of metadata capture
challenges. Apex submitted final deliverables by the end of the quarter.

Findings
In conducting this project, we found that it is possible to attain highly accurate OCR
output utilizing the method of a review of the source content for distinct typefaces, the
creation of training data representing those typefaces, and then the training of Kraken
using that data. Not only did the resulting typeface-specific recognition models provide
improved accuracy, Kraken’s generalized recognition model covering all the typefaces
known to it can generate character accuracy rates of 98% or higher. Such rates make
discovery via full text searching more plausible and consistent and can make metadata
capture more accurate and economical.

The issues selected for processing were: vol. 1, no. 2 (June 1948); vol. 4, no. 4 (Dec. 1951); vol. 8, no. 3
(Sept. 1955); vol. 8, no. 4 (Dec. 1955); vol. 11, no. 3 (Sept. 1958); vol. 11, no. 4 (Dec. 1958); vol. 16, no. 1 (Mar.
1963); vol. 16, no. 2 (June 1963); vol. 21, no. 1 (Mar. 1968); vol. 21, no. 2/4 (Dec. 1968); vol. 22, no. 3/4 (Dec.
1969); vol. 23, no. 1/4 (Dec. 1970); vol. 27 (1978-1979); vol. 31 (1983); vol. 33 (1985); vol. 34 (1986); vol. 36
(1988); vol. 39 (1991); vol. 45 (1997); vol. 46 (1998); vol. 48/49 (2000/2001).
13
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The project also revealed a set of challenges alongside these positive results. Some of
these challenges are technical in nature, while some relate to the need to scale. Some of
the technical challenges represent obstacles that must be addressed in order to make
digitization at scale with highly accurate results a practical possibility. Among these are
consistent formatting and character flaws identified and reported by OpenITI in the OCR
output. These include:
•

•
•

Formatting or font alterations related to text size (e.g., headers or footnotes), text
placement (super- or sub-scripts), and bold or italicized text were the cause for a
number of the output errors identified in the accuracy study.
Certain characters such as the Hamza, punctuation marks, numbers, and nonalphanumeric symbols were a recurring source of errors.
Atypical presentation or character patterns also resulted in output errors. One
such example is the Arabic elongation character (kashīda/tatwīl).

OpenITI felt that such instances could best be addressed via more systematic training
data creation that recognizes the presence of such characters and accounts for them in
the text selected as the basis for training data. There were also technical issues described
in OpenITI’s report that could be addressed by improved line segmentation and layout
analysis in the software. A recognition model that accommodated multiple
languages/character systems was also identified for future investigation.
Addressing these technical challenges relates to the question of scale. Varying levels of
effort and resources would be required to address them, and while it is not in JSTOR’s
purview to solve them, our participation in this project has provided one additional clear
mechanism to identify such technical issues that would be worthy of investigation.
Identification of such issues, using real-world examples and testing environments, such
as the one created for this project, is a first step. As OpenITI considers how to scale its
work, such projects will be valuable in surfacing aspects of Arabic digitization that are
essential to solve.
Another challenge concerned the difficulty with establishing and adhering to a predetermined timeline and the consequent unpredictability of turnaround times. Several
factors contributed to this. First, this was a small investigative project, rather than a
large-scale conversion project. The former implies unexpected obstacles, the
identification of which is an important part of a successful investigation. In the latter,
deadlines and predictability are crucial. Given the already full schedules for the OpenITI
PIs and the OpenITI technical lead, it was sometimes difficult for them to respond to
outstanding queries and tasks in a timely manner. When Apex was more directly
involved, delays in responses from OpenITI meant that Apex would not know when to
expect requested information, thereby creating inefficiencies. Predictability and time
management are factors that must be addressed if Arabic journal digitization is to be
operationalized at a larger scale. OpenITI suggests that project management for work
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they undertake could be resourced by JSTOR funding the time for a current (and
appropriately skilled) staff member at one of their institutions or by funding the hiring of
a new staff member devoted to project management. Likewise, OpenITI recommends
broadening its technical team in order to provide support for the current lead who
undertook the technical work for this project on his own. As with addressing some of the
recurring flaws in the OCR output, there are costs associated with these approaches that
are not part of expenses for JSTOR’s standard conversion process, but they would be
necessary to address in some way.
A different facet of the time-management challenge is the introduction of the essential
yet time-consuming step(s) of reviewing the source pages for typefaces and creating
corresponding training data for Kraken. This portion of the investigative project
consumed roughly 3.5 months in order to create around 7,000 lines of training data. It is
important not to use this as an indicator of exactly how long typeface identification and
training data creation would require in a larger project. As OpenITI describes in its
report, during the course of the 3.5 months they moved to a new and much more robust
user interface for training data creation. This migration slowed down the work already
underway.
OpenITI also notes that addressing potential gaps in the training data would require a
more systematic approach to selection of text for training data creation. Doing so would
ensure adequate coverage of text that, in the OCR output for this project, consistently
generated output errors even after Kraken had been trained on the identified typefaces.
A more systematic approach suggests increased effort (and time) would be needed, but
the practical effect on turnaround times is not yet certain. Regardless, the results of this
project indicate the clear value of the training data not only to Kraken’s recognition of
specific typefaces, but also to the generalized model, where output accuracy exceeds that
of typeface-specific recognition models. Further, the implication is that, over time, as
more typefaces are identified and training data is created, the generalized model should
yield better and better accuracy such that it will be possible to create less training data
for new typefaces, while still achieving high accuracy rates. Therefore, while initial
investments in training data could be significant, expenses for this portion of the process
should eventually decrease. This finding is a significant potential development in the
cost-effectiveness of this approach over time.

Conclusions and Next Steps
Given these findings, what would a likely workflow for Arabic journal digitization in the
context of JSTOR look like, how might it differ from JSTOR’s standard journals
workflow, and what are the implications for cost and overall practicality?
JSTOR calculates the per page cost for al-Abhath, excluding JSTOR staff time, to have
been roughly $3. Activities informing this estimate are those required for
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operationalizing a larger scale project, such as: typeface identification, training data
creation, creation and provision of OCR files, metadata capture, packaging of content for
delivery, quality control of metadata at both Apex and JSTOR, and project management
for the relevant activities at OpenITI and Apex. The portion of these costs attributable to
Apex reflects both the long-standing working relationship that JSTOR and Apex have
and any potential volume-based discounts that Apex extends to JSTOR.
This project included one-time activities that were specific to the collaboration described
here. The estimated per page cost does not account for these one-time activities, such as
the accuracy study conducted by OpenITI or the drafting of the Arabic metadata
guidelines document by JSTOR.14 As described above, some technical challenges may
need to be investigated and solved before the workflow here can be fully operationalized
at scale. This per page cost estimate does not account for any of these potential costs,
such as workflow development by Apex or technical improvements to the Kraken
software by OpenITI. Determining whether or not such costs are required and, if yes,
how much they would be is a subsequent step.
Consequently, JSTOR’s estimated per page cost may be most useful externally when put
in the context of the range of tasks it does or doesn’t cover, rather than as a firm guide
for the costs for which others should budget when planning their own future projects.
The one-time costs that other projects may incur cannot be generalized from the
collaboration described here, but those costs were essential to the success of this project.
Additionally, there is, broad benefit to the community at large from understanding what
JSTOR’s cost estimate is and, more importantly, what factors informed it. We hope that
by transparently sharing all these activities in detail here, we may contribute to this
understanding.
This cost is more than JSTOR’s current standard per page costs. A large portion of the $3
per page cost is comprised of expenses for typeface recognition and training data
creation. As stated above, if Kraken’s generalized model is used, then eventually costs
related to these activities should decrease. Given these higher costs, an area to examine
is how the individual steps of the overall workflow could be adjusted holistically to
account for these relatively higher costs. Presently, JSTOR moves individual journal
back runs that are new to JSTOR through the licensing and conversion process. In an
Arabic language context, a more compartmentalized approach could be taken wherein
JSTOR would select a larger group of journals (e.g., anywhere from 10 to 15 journals to a

It also does not account for costs related to acquiring print source issues or digital source files which would
be required for a larger project. It is uncertain to what extent JSTOR could source digital files either from the
publisher or from third parties (as we did in this instance, from Yale University/AMEEL, with permission
from AUB) rather than scanning from print. If scanning from print, it is equally uncertain how much of a
journal back run could be obtained by loans or donations from publisher or libraries vs. purchases from
commercial vendors and antiquarian bookstores. Given that this cost is highly variable, further investigation
will be needed to estimate source content acquisition costs.
14
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much larger group), move all of them through each step of the licensing and conversion
process, and then move all of them to the next step, until the group of journals has
completed the full process and are available on JSTOR.
In this approach, the selection of journals to include is one that would need to be
carefully done, using as broad a set of inputs from experts as possible. Our selection of
al-Abhath was driven first and foremost by its high quality and its potential value to the
scholarly community in the Middle East and globally. It was also driven by the
institutional collaboration and relationship that was able to be established, and AUB’s
mutual interest in seeing Arabic journal content on JSTOR. It was not, however, driven
by its potential for OCR accuracy improvements. It is possible that a further examination
stage would be something to consider, to first seek texts that can be specifically useful in
garnering further OCR accuracy improvements before selecting final journals to be
included in any larger project.
In the context of a larger Arabic journals digitization project, there are multiple potential
advantages to the latter, more holistic, approach:
•

•

•

•

JSTOR expects the licensing process, which occurs at the beginning of the overall
process, to be rather complex and lengthy. As many valuable existing projects are
underway that focus on out-of-copyright materials, one of our aims is to seek
journals that continue to publish. Waiting to move content into the subsequent
steps of production will ensure that there is at least a minimal sufficient amount
of content ready to be processed. If JSTOR put each journal into the conversion
process as soon as a licensing agreement was concluded and source file or print
volumes were available, then there could be gaps where no content was in the
conversion pipeline, and this makes for an inefficient process overall. It should be
noted, however, that this might require some management of publishers’
expectations, and on thoughtful and considered relationship-building with those
publishers who choose to participate.
Review of multiple journal back runs might make it easier to identify use of
similar or identical typefaces across titles, thereby reducing the amount of
training data required.
For OpenITI, Apex, and JSTOR, it can be challenging to devote time to sporadic
and siloed workflows processing smaller amounts of content. While this may
seem counterintuitive, the turnaround times in the current investigative project
demonstrated it. Starting the production process with a larger group of journals
doesn’t mean that they all have to be processed at once. It does, however, provide
a consistent flow of work that in turn can promote more effective time
management.
Given the success of Kraken’s generalized recognition model, creating training
data for a larger group of journals and then running OCR on the journals after
Kraken has absorbed the training data would likely result in higher average OCR
accuracy rates across that group of journals.
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Should we be able to continue work with OpenITI and Apex, the good news is that costs
related to training data creation could be expected to decrease as Kraken’s generalized
recognition model improves. Such improvements should then benefit the broader
community of academic scholars of Arabic texts. Likewise, as noted above, the
identification of key technical areas to be investigated for possible improvements is a
vital first step.
In conclusion, JSTOR believes that the current project has indicated the potential for
success in a larger digitization project. While new content and workflows will present
unanticipated challenges, JSTOR’s experience with large scale digitization as well as
specialized projects leads us to believe that there are ways to foster greater consistency
and predictability in workflows and high quality in the output. Our experience alone has
not driven its success; our collaboration with OpenITI and the many institutions and
individuals that contributed in myriad ways are essential. Indeed, this project
emphasizes the need for strong collaboration that incorporates a broad range of entities
from across the ecosystem of scholarly communications—from academic institutions and
libraries, not-for-profit organizations, publishers, and even commercial enterprises. Our
discussions regarding a possible future collaboration with OpenITI are ongoing. We hope
that our participation in this project, and any future projects in this area, can be a
contribution to the infrastructure of a community-driven, innovative endeavor to
increase the amount of Arabic language scholarly content available online for research
and teaching. While the findings here are specific to this project, we hope that the
supporting methodology and practices will contribute to a growing collective knowledge.
As we seek to evaluate the potential for a larger project, we intend to examine a more
holistic approach to the endeavor as a whole, as described above. While this investigation
was limited to Arabic, the knowledge gained from this process has the potential to open a
door to further areas of research toward other languages using this alphabet. Doing so is
of interest to JSTOR, albeit on a much longer term, as it would begin to address the
global representation to which we aspire, and ensure the long-term accessibility of these
materials.
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Appendices
Appendix A:
An expanded, Open Access version of the original report regarding OpenITI’s work on
typeface recognition, training data creation, OCR output, and related accuracy
assessment thereof for selected issues of al-Abhath is now available.
Kiessling, B. & Kurin, G. & Miller, M. T. & Smail, K., (2021) “Advances and Limitations
in Open Source Arabic-Script OCR: A Case Study”, Digital Studies / Le champ
numérique 11(1). doi: https://doi.org/10.16995/dscn.8094

We recommend that interested readers review this expanded version of the original
report.
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Appendix B:
Arabic Journals Supplement Version 1.0 to the JSTOR Journals General Metadata
Guidelines Version 1.0. This document is a companion document to the JSTOR Journals
General Metadata Guidelines, a JSTOR adaptation of the JATS specification.

The JSTOR Journals General Metadata Guidelines document can be found at:
https://about.jstor.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/JSTOR_Journals_GMG_v.1.0.pdf
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Arabic Journals Supplement
Version 1.0
to the
JSTOR Journals General Metadata Guidelines
Version 1.0
Last updated: 28 March 2019
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These guidelines have been made possible in part by the National Endowment for
the Humanities: Exploring the human endeavor. Any views, findings, conclusions,
or recommendations expressed in these guidelines, do not necessarily represent
those of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

This text of the Arabic Journals Supplement to the JSTOR Journals General
Metadata Guidelines is licensed by the rightsholder JSTOR under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/. All Rights Reserved.

The JSTOR Journals General Metadata Guidelines is based in part on the NISO
Journal Article Tag Suite, or JATS, standard (ANSI/NISO Z39.96-2015, JATS
version 1.1). The JATS standard (ANSI/NISO Z39.96-2015, JATS version 1.1) carries
the following copyright statement:
Copyright © 2015 by the National Information Standards Organization. All rights
reserved under International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. For
noncommercial purposes only, this publication may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form or by any means without prior permission in writing from the
publisher, provided it is reproduced accurately, the source of the material is
identified, and the NISO copyright status is acknowledged.
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Revision History
Version 1.0, last updated 28 March, 2019
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Introduction
Relationship to Journals GMG v1.0
This document is to be used in conjunction with Journals GMG v1.0 to process
journals signed as part of a special Arabic Journals Project.
How to Use These Guidelines
This document includes only the element tables and general sections from the
GMG that contain at least one indexing instruction specific to Arabic journals. In
addition, it only includes the rules that contain special instructions for processing
Arabic journals. For all other rules, element tables, and general sections, refer to
Journals GMG v1.0.
● A rule that differs from the same-numbered rule in Journals GMG v1.0 is indicated by gray
shading of the rule number cell. When processing an Arabic journal issue, apply a rule
marked in this manner instead of the same-numbered rule in Journals GMG v1.0.
o For example:
9.28

If there is an untitled introductory article associated with an
article group, supply an article title as follows:
•

If the article is in Arabic, index <article-title> []ﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ

•

If the article is in English, index <article-title> [Introduction]

● A rule which is unique to this document (i.e., not in Journals GMG v1.0) is indicated by TWO
features: 1) the rule number cell is shaded green, and 2) the rule number is in the format
number.letter. When processing an Arabic journal issue, apply rules marked in this manner
in addition to rules in Journals GMG v1.0. (By using unique designations for rules that appear
only in this document, consistency in rule numbers can be maintained between the two
documents.)
o For example, <pub-date> contains four rows (a heading plus three rules) that apply only
to Arabic Journals, numbered 88.a through 88.d, situated after GMG rule 88.17:
88.1
7

…

88.a

Arabic Journals: Generating a Gregorian Date

88.b

If a Gregorian-calendar date is present in the source, …

88.c

If a Gregorian-calendar date is not present in the source, …
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88.d

The vendor may use an online date converter …

JSTOR will notify the digitization vendor which journals are to be processed
using the Arabic Journals Supplement. Journals in the JSTOR Archive
Collections that contain some Arabic content but are not signed as part of the
Arabic Journals Project are to be processed using only Journals GMG v1.0,
unless otherwise directed by JSTOR.
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9. <article-title> - Article Title
9 Element
9.1 Descriptor
…
9.28

<article-title>
Article Title
…
If there is an untitled introductory article associated
with an article group, supply an article title as follows:
•
•

…

If the article is in Arabic, index <article-title> []ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ
If the article is in English, index <article-title> [Introduction]

…
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20. <copyright-statement> - Copyright Statement of Issue or
Article
20 Element
20.1 Descriptor

<copyright-statement>
Copyright Statement of Issue or Article

…

…

20.1
5

…

20.a

If a copyright statement is present in more than one
language, capture each language statement in a separate
<copyright-statement>.
Example:
<permissions>
<copyright-statement>

© حقوق النشر محفوظة لقسم األدب اإلنجليزي
٢٠٠٥ ،والمقارن وقسم النشر بالجامعة األمريكية بالقاهرة
</copyright-statement>
<copyright-statement>© 2005, Department of English
and Comparative Literature, the American University in
Cairo</copyright-statement>
</permissions>
…

…
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22. <cover-image> - Cover Image
22 Element
22.1 Descriptor
…
22.1 Location in
0 source

…

<cover-image>
Cover Image
…
If an issue has an Arabic front cover at one end and an
English front cover at the other end, so that the issue
can be read from either direction, use only the Arabic
front cover for <cover-image>.
…
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36. <gmg-version> - General Metadata Guidelines (GMG)
Version
36 Element
36.1 Descriptor
…

<gmg-version>
General Metadata Guidelines (GMG) Version
…

36.9 Format required Enter the version of the metadata guidelines and the
version of the Arabic Journals Supplement used in the
production of the issue's XML files in the format
"Journals GMG X.X + Arabic Journals Supplement
X.X", substituting the actual version number of each
document for "X.X".
Example:
<gmg-version>Journals GMG 1.0 + Arabic Journals
Supplement 1.0</gmg-version>
…

…
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44. <issue-page-range> - Issue Page Range
44 Element
44.1 Descriptor
…
44.2
8

<issue-page-range>
Issue Page Range
…
If an issue contains content in both Arabic and English,
and the entire issue is paginated in one sequence, that is
the only sequence entered in <issue-page-range>.
Example:
For an issue that has Arabic content at the front of the
issue, and English content that begins at the end of the
physical issue and progresses inward so that it ends in
the middle of the issue:
Scanning order: [Arabic] nil, 1, 2, 3, 4… 100, [English]
nil, 101, 102, 103, … 150
Capture the issue page range as:
<issue-page-range> 1-150

Example:
For an issue that has Arabic content at the front of the
issue, and English content that begins at the end of the
physical issue and progresses inward so that it ends in
the middle of the issue:
Scanning order: [Arabic] nil, 1, 2, 3, 4, … 78, [English]
nil, 122, 121, 120, … 80, 79
Capture the issue page range as:
<issue-page-range> 1-122
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44.2
9

If an issue contains content in both Arabic and English,
and each language section has its own pagination
sequence, enter both sequences. Capture each sequence
so that the starting page number is first, then a hyphen,
then the ending page number. In an issue that contains
some content read left-to-right and some content read
right-to-left, the page numbers of some articles may
progress from higher to lower. However that is NOT
necessarily the order that the pagination should be
input. Capture each page range in the logical order that
corresponds to the character system.
•

If the page numbers are standard Arabic numerals (e.g., 99,
98, 97, 96, 95) or any language/numeral system read left-toright (Roman numerals, Greek, Cyrillic, etc.), index the range in
left-to-right order, or lowest number-highest number (e.g., 9599).
● If the page numbers are Arabic, Arabic script, or any
language/numeral system read right-to-left, index the range in
right-to-left order.

Example:
For an issue that has Arabic content at the front of the
issue, and English content that begins at the end of the
physical issue and progresses inward so that it ends in
the middle of the issue:
Scanning order: [Arabic] nil, 1, 2, 3, … 48, [English] nil,
1, 2, 3, … 27
Capture the issue page range as:
<pagerange> 1-48, 1-27

Example:
Same as above example, but the Arabic section contains
Arabic-script page numbers:
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Scanning order: [Arabic] nil,٤٨, ... ٣, ٢, ١,[English] nil, 1,
2, 3, … 27
Capture the issue page range as:
<pagerange> ١ -٤٨, 1-27
(The Arabic page range would be understood by readers
of Arabic as "1-48" because they would read the range of
numbers from right to left.)
…

…
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47. <issue-title> - Issue Title
47 Element
47.1 Descriptor
…
47.2
7

<issue-title>
Issue Title
…
If an issue title is in more than one language, capture all
language versions as they appear in the source for
capitalization, punctuation, and spacing.
•

•

If punctuation is not present between translated issue titles-for instance, the translation is on the next line or is located
elsewhere in the issue--index “space, slash, space” between
translated issue titles.
For Arabic journals, the format (in a right-to-left reading
orientation) is "Translation / PrimaryLanguage" or
"Transliteration / PrimaryLanguage".

Example:
On Arabic cover:

الﻈاهرة الشعرية

On English cover:
The Lyrical Phenomenon

Index as:
<issue-title> The Lyrical Phenomenon /الﻈاهرة الشعرية
…

…
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71. <name> - Personal Name
71 Element
71.1 Descriptor
…
71.8 Occurrence

<name>
Personal Name
…
Page Scan, PDF:
• One <name> per <contrib> for a contributor name in
Latin, Arabic, Hebrew, or Cyrillic characters with a
discernible surname.
• One or more <name> per <product> for contributor
names in Latin, Arabic, Hebrew, or Cyrillic characters with
a discernible surname, only when <product> is NOT in
citation format in the source (see <product> for
instructions).
Note exception to first point above: One or more <name>
per <name-alternatives> inside <contrib> when multiple
versions of a personal contributor name are listed for an
article, and at least one version is in Latin, Arabic, Hebrew,
or Cyrillic characters and has a discernible surname.
Full-Text: Preserve <name> if present, provided it complies
with the JATS model.

…

…
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77. <page> - Individual Page in an Issue
77 Element
77.1 Descriptor
…
77.17

<page>
Individual Page in an Issue
…
The numbers in this attribute correspond to the scanned
pages in the issue. Scan the issue in reading order.
Assign p-1 to the first page that a native speaker would
read and continue numbering pages upwards in reading
order. For an issue that contains separate Arabic and
English sections:
•
•

Scan each section in reading order.
Scan the Arabic section first.

Example:
If an issue contains 85 contiguous scanned pages, then
the sequence of "id" numbers is 1 2 3 4 ... 82 83 84 85.
…

…

77.5 Internal Process
0 Notes
77.51

Per Journals GMG 1.0, pages must be scanned in
physical order. The reason for this requirement is
because JSTOR staff may need to know how pages were
organized in the physical issue. If pages are scanned in
some other order, the original sequence of pages cannot
be determined.
However, for journals digitized as part of the Arabic
Journals Project, JSTOR has made an exception to the
requirement to scan pages in physical order.

…

…
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87. <product> - Reviewed Works
87 Element
87.1 Descriptor
…
87.1
5

<product>
Reviewed Works
…
Citations of reviewed works may be found in the
following locations:
•
•

At the beginning of the review article

In a footnote at the bottom of the first page, which is
referenced by a symbol (e.g., an asterisk) at the end of the
article title
• In a box, either off to the side or at the beginning of the review
text
• In or near a thumbnail cover image of the reviewed work
● Labeled (e.g., "Books Reviewed" or "Review of") at the
beginning or end of a review or group of reviews

Additionally, for Arabic journals:
If separate and distinct Arabic-script and Latin-script citations for the same
reviewed work appear in an issue, mark up/capture each one in a
separate <product>. The order of preference for separate
translated/transliterated product information is:

1) with the article
2) in a table of contents
3) with an abstract that is physically separated from the
article
87.1
6

Occasionally, <product> information may appear listed
with review articles in the TOC. If what looks to be
<product> appears only in the TOC and does not appear
at the article level in the locations indicated above,
submit an Indexing Query in JIRA to the JSTOR
librarians to determine if <product> should be
captured.
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● NOTE: For Arabic journals, this rule does not pertain to an
article that has product information at the article level AND
ALSO has separate translated/transliterated product
information in a TOC. In this case, do not submit a query;
capture the product information from the TOC as additional
<product> for the article, as instructed in the preceding rule.

…

…
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88. <pub-date> - Publication Date as Numerical Values
88 Element
88.1 Descriptor
…

<pub-date>
Publication Date as Numerical Values
…

88.9 Format required Index the Gregorian-calendar date using standard
Arabic numerals. If a Gregorian-calendar date is not
present in the source, the Islamic/Hijri-calendar date
must be converted to a Gregorian-calendar date. See
instructions below under the heading "Arabic Journals:
Generating a Gregorian Date".
…

…

88.1
7

…

88.a

Arabic Journals: Generating a Gregorian Date

88.b

If a Gregorian-calendar date is present in the source,
base the <pub-date> on the Gregorian date.

88.c

If a Gregorian-calendar date is not present in the
source, use the Islamic/Hijri-calendar date in the source
to generate the <pub-date> values according to the
following rules:
Islamic/Hijri-Calendar Date in Source:

Conversion Instructions

Specific date (Day, Month, and Year)

Convert to the corresponding specific
Gregorian date (there is a one-to-one
correspondence).

Month and Year

Assume the issue was published on the
first day of the specified Islamic month.
Convert that specific Islamic date to the
corresponding Gregorian date.
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Season or Quarter and Year

Submit an Indexing Query in JIRA to the
JSTOR librarians.

Year

Convert the first day of the month
Muharram of the Islamic year in the source
to a Gregorian date. If the Gregorian date
falls in January, capture the year in that
date in <pub-date> (with <day> and
<month> values of '1'). If the Gregorian
date falls in any other month (February to
December), capture the year in that date in
the first <pub-date> (with <day> and
<month> values of '1') and capture the
subsequent year in a second <pub-date>
(with <day> and <month> values of '1').
See examples in Appendix 1 at the end of
this document.

Range of dates

88.d

Convert each stated portion of the date
range to the corresponding Gregorian date
using the instructions above in this table,
and index each Gregorian date in a
separate <pub-date>.

The vendor may use an online date converter to convert
an Islamic/Hijri-calendar date to a Gregorian-calendar
date or to convert a Gregorian year in the form of
Arabic-script numerals to standard Arabic numerals.
Examples of online converters include:
http://dateconverter.net/arabic/
https://www.linktoislam.net/islamic-calendar/hijridate-converter/
http://www.islamicity.org/hijri-gregorian-converter/
http://www.icoproject.org/conv?l=en
http://www.al-islam.com/Loader.aspx?pageid=918
https://www.islamicfinder.org/islamic-date-converter/
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…

…
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103. <string-date> - Date as String
103 Element

<string-date>

103.1 Descript
or

Date as String

…

…

103.1
5

…

103.a

Date information in more than one character set:
If the date is presented in Arabic-script characters, capture
the Arabic-script date only, and ignore a Latin-script
translation/transliteration of the date. (The Arabic-script
date may contain standard Arabic numerals.) If the date is
not presented in Arabic characters, capture it in the
language(s) presented.
•

If an Islamic/Hijri-calendar date and a Gregorian-calendar date
both appear on the issue in Arabic script (which may include
standard Arabic numerals), capture both dates. If there is no date
in Arabic characters on the issue, and dates from both calendar
systems appear on the issue in Latin script, capture both dates. In
either case, if no punctuation is present between the two dates on
the source, place "space, slash, space" between them.

•

If the issue date consists of a year only, and the year appears on
the issue in both Arabic script and standard Arabic numerals,
capture both years. If no punctuation is present between the two
dates on the source, place "space, slash, space" between them.

Date on Arabic cover:

١٩٤٨
 حزيراﻦ2014
1978

 نوﭬمﺒر/ 1398 ذو الحجة
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Date on English
cover:

Index in <string-date>:

1948

1948

 حزيراﻦ2014

June 2014
November 1978

/ ١٩٤٨

1978

 نوﭬمﺒر/ 1398 ذو الحجة
43

…

١٤٢٩  جمادى األول١

1 Jumada al-Awwal 1429
/ May 6 2008

١٤٢٩  جمادى األول١

١٩٨٩  األول ﻛانون١٩٨٨ - ﺷﺒاﻁ

Kānūn al-Awwal 1988Shbāṭ 1989 / Dec. 1988 Feb. 1989

١٩٨٩  األول ﻛانون١٩٨٨ - ﺷﺒاﻁ

١٩٨٩  ديسمﺒر١٩٨٨ - فﺒراير

Dīsambir 1988 – Fibrāyir
1989

١٩٨٩  ديسمﺒر١٩٨٨ - فﺒراير

Kānūn al-Thānī 2003 Tammūz 2004 / Jan. 2003-July
2004

Kānūn al-Thānī 2003 Tammūz 2004 / Jan.
2003-July 2004

Kānūn al-Thānī 2003 Tammūz 2004 / Jan. 2003 - July
2004

Muharram-Safar 1409 / Sept.
1988

Muharram-Safar 1409 /
Sept. 1988

Muharram-Safar 1409 / Sept.
1988

…
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104. <string-issue> - Issue Number(s) as String
104 Element
104.1 Descriptor
…

<string-issue>
Issue Number(s) as String
…

104.9 Format required Index one or more Arabic-script numbers or standard
Arabic numbers in <string-issue>. A number may be
followed by a letter. Punctuation and other characters
are allowed. Omit a label that precedes or follows the
issue number.
…

…

104.1
4

…

104.a

If the issue number is presented in Arabic characters,
capture the Arabic-script issue number only, and ignore
an issue number presented in any other numeral
system.
If the issue number is not presented in Arabic
characters, capture it as a standard Arabic numeral.

104.1
5

If the issue number is a Roman numeral, convert it to
the corresponding standard Arabic numeral.
Example:
Index issue number "XXVI" as <stringissue>26</string-issue>.

104.1
6

If the issue number is spelled out as an Arabic word,
convert it to the corresponding Arabic-script numeral.
Example:
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Index the word األول,  ﺃولor  واحﺪas <stringissue>١</string-issue>.
If an Arabic-script issue number is not present in the
source, and the issue number is spelled out as an
English word, convert it to the corresponding standard
Arabic numeral.
Example:
Index the word "First" or "One" as <stringissue>1</string-issue>.
…

…
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106. <string-name> - Contributor Personal Name:
Unstructured
106 Element
106.1 Descriptor
…
106.1
6

<string-name>
Contributor Personal Name: Unstructured
…
In either <contrib> or <product>, use <string-name> for
unstructured personal contributor names that cannot be
parsed because they do not have a discernible surname;
therefore, use <string-name> in the following situations:
• Contributor information consists entirely of a single
name which is not a surname.
Example:
<string-name>Mohammed</string-name>
• Contributor information consists of only initials.
Example:
<string-name>J. L. S.</string-name>
• Contributor information consists of an honorific or
courtesy title followed by a name which is not a surname.
Example:
<string-name>Prince Charles</string-name>
<string-name>Pope Sylvester II</string-name>
<string-name>Saint Boniface</string-name>
<string-name>Sister Mary Agnes</string-name>
<string-name>Brother James</string-name>
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• Contributor information consists of a title only, with no
accompanying name information.
Example:
<string-name>Duke of Essex</string-name>
<string-name>Prime Minister of Her Majesty's
Government</string-name>
• Contributor information is not a person’s name or the
name of an organization.
Example:
<string-name>Anonymous</string-name>
<string-name>The Editors</string-name>
<string-name>A Concerned Citizen</string-name>
• Contributor information is a single name, and it is not
possible to determine from the context whether it is a
person's surname.
Example:
<string-name>Közi</string-name>
• Contributor information is in a character set other than
Latin, Arabic, Hebrew, or Cyrillic, e.g. Chinese, Japanese,
etc.
Example:
<string-name>朱維理</string-name>
…

…
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107. <string-volume> - Volume Number(s) as String
107 Element
107.1 Descriptor
…

<string-volume>
Volume Number(s) as String
…

107.9 Format required Index one or more Arabic-script numbers or standard
Arabic numbers in <string-volume>. A number may be
followed by a letter. Punctuation and other characters
are allowed. Omit a label that precedes or follows the
volume number.
…

…

107.1
3

…

107.a

If the volume number is in Arabic characters, capture
the Arabic-script volume number only, and ignore a
volume number in any other numeral system.
If the volume number is not in Arabic characters,
capture it as a standard Arabic numeral.

107.1
4

If the volume number is a Roman numeral, convert it to
the corresponding standard Arabic numeral.
Example:
Index volume number "XXVI" as <stringvolume>26</string-volume>.

107.1
5

If the volume number is spelled out as an Arabic word,
convert it to the corresponding Arabic-script numeral.
Example:
Index the word األول,  ﺃولor  واحﺪas <stringvolume>١</string-volume>.
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If an Arabic-script volume number is not present in the
source, and the volume number is spelled out as an
English word, convert it to the corresponding standard
Arabic numeral.
Example:
Index the word "First" or "One" as <stringvolume>1</string-volume>.
…

…
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116. <surname> - Surname
116 Element
116.1 Descriptor
…
116.2
0

<surname>
Surname
…
Some names of Arabic origin contain the prefix  ﺇبﻦor  ابﻦor
"ibn" (meaning "son of"). This prefix may appear more
than once in a person’s name and may or may not be
capitalized in the source. Capture from the last (or only)
instance of  ﺇبﻦor  ابﻦor "ibn" to the end of the name in
<surname>.
Examples:
Name in source: محمﺪ ﺇبﻦ ﺇﺒراهيم
Capture as:
<surname> <ﺇبﻦ ﺇﺒراهيم/surname>
<given-names><محمﺪ/given-names>

Name in source: ﺧالﺪ اﺒﻦ فيﺼﻞ اﺒﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز
Capture as:
<surname><اﺒﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز/surname>
<given-names><ﺧالﺪ اﺒﻦ فيﺼﻞ/given-names>

Name in source: Ibn Hazm
Capture as:
<surname>Ibn Hazm</surname>
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Name in source: Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani
Capture as:
<surname>Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani</surname>

Name in source: Muhammed ibn Badr Jajarmi
Capture as:
<surname>ibn Badr Jajarmi</surname>
<given-names>Muhammed</given-names>

Name in source: Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halim Ibn Taymiyyah
Capture as:
<surname>Ibn Taymiyyah</surname>
<given-names>Ahmad Ibn ‘Abd Al-Halim</given-names>
116.a

Other surname prefixes besides "ibn" can occur in names
of Arabic origin. These are listed in Appendix 2 at the end
of this document.
A surname prefix may or may not be capitalized in the
source.

116.b

If only one surname prefix is present in an Arabic name,
index it as part of <surname>.
If more than one potential surname prefix is present, apply
the appropriate instruction below:
● If two adjacent surname prefixes precede the final part of the
name, capture both prefixes as part of <surname>.

Example:
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Name in source: محمﺪ بﻦ ﺁل الشيﺦ
Capture as:
<surname><بﻦ ﺁل الشيﺦ/surname>
<given-names><محمﺪ/given-names>

Example:
Name in source: Omar ibn Al Khattab
Capture as:
<surname>ibn Al Khattab</surname>
<given-names>Omar</given-names>
● If a surname prefix is present before the last part of the name,
and another potential surname prefix occurs earlier in the name
but is NOT adjacent to the last prefix, capture only from the last
prefix to the end of the name in <surname>. Capture all parts of
the name preceding the last prefix in <given-names>.

Example:
Name in source: ﻋﺒﺪﷲ بﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز ﺁل ﺳعود
Capture as:
<surname><ﺁل ﺳعود/surname>
<given-names><ﻋﺒﺪﷲ بﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز/given-names>

Example:
Name in source: Sabika bint Ibrahim Al Khalifa
Capture as:
<surname>Al Khalifa</surname>
<given-names>Sabika bint Ibrahim</given-names>
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Note that the instructions in this rule override the first
Indexing Instruction given in the element table for
<surname>. If a name is presented in reverse order, use
the instructions in this rule, not the arrangement of the
name in the source, to determine which parts of the name
to capture in <surname>.
116.c

Special instruction for  ﻋﺒﺪor "Abd":

 ﻋﺒﺪor "Abd" can be a surname prefix OR a given name.
Capture it as part of <surname> only if it falls between the
given name(s) and the last part of the name.
Example:
Name in source, where  ﻋﺒﺪis not a surname prefix: ﻋﺒﺪ الﻄاهر
Capture as:
<surname><الﻄاهر/surname>
<given-names><ﻋﺒﺪ/given-names>
116.d

Special instruction for

ﷲ, "Allah", or "Ullah":

When ﷲ, "Allah", or "Ullah" is present at the end of a
person's name, capture also the one-word part of the name
immediately preceding it (i.e., the second-to-last part of
the name) in <surname>.
Example:
Name in source:
Capture as: جواد حﺒيﺐ ﷲ
<surname><حﺒيﺐ ﷲ/surname>
<given-names><جواد/given-names>
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Example:
Name in source: Imad Nasr Allah
Capture as:
<surname>Nasr Allah</surname>
<given-names>Imad</given-names>
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117. <title> - Title
117 Element
117.1 Descriptor
…
117.2
8

<title>
Title
…
If an article group title is in more than one language,
capture all language versions as they appear in the
source for capitalization, punctuation, and spacing.
•

If punctuation is not present between
translated/transliterated article group titles--for instance,
the translation is on the next line or is located elsewhere in
the issue--index “space, slash, space” between
translated/transliterated article group titles.

•

For Arabic journals, the format (in a right-to-left reading
orientation) is "Translation / PrimaryLanguage" or
"Transliteration / PrimaryLanguage".

In issues containing Arabic and English sections:

…
117.3
7

•

The primary language group heading for articles in the
ARABIC section is the Arabic heading printed at the article
level or in an Arabic TOC. If a Latin-script
translation/transliteration of the heading is available at the
article level or in a TOC, capture it as part of <title>.

•

The primary language group heading for articles in the
ENGLISH section is the English heading printed at the article
level or in an English TOC. If an Arabic-script
translation/transliteration of the heading is available at the
article level or in a TOC, capture it as part of <title>.

…
Page Scan, PDF: When the source does not provide a
title for a group of references, supply a title in square
brackets, using one of the terms listed below. If the
article is in Arabic, select the most appropriate Arabic
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title. If the article is in English or any other non-Arabic
language, select the most appropriate English title.

…
117.4
1

•

[ ]الﺒﺒليوﻏرافياor [Bibliography] -- when the references
appear as part of a numbered or alphabetical end-of-article
bibliography (i.e., an alphabetical list of cited works).
References contained in such bibliographies usually do not
include any text in addition to that of the citation itself, so
the extent of a reference will correspond exactly with the
extent of the citation.

•

[ ]الﻬوامﺶor [Endnotes] -- when the references include
explanatory or analytical text in addition to the citation itself
and appear as part of an ordered list at the end of an article.
The numbers/letters/symbols of the ordered list refer to the
order in which the text the endnote refers to appears in the
body of the article.

•

[ ]الحواﺷﻲor [Footnotes] -- when the references appear at
the end of pages throughout the article. The
numbers/letters/symbols of the ordered list refer to the
order in which the text the footnote refers to appears in the
body of the article, or sometimes to the order in which they
appear on an individual page. Footnotes often include
explanatory or analytical text in addition to the citation itself.

…
Full-Text: When the source does not provide a title for a
group of references that apply to the article as a whole,
supply a title in square brackets, using one of the terms
listed below. If the article is in Arabic, select the most
appropriate Arabic title. If the article is in English or
any other non-Arabic language, select the most
appropriate English title.
•

[ ]الﺒﺒليوﻏرافياor [Bibliography] -- when the references
appear as part of a numbered or alphabetical end-of-article
bibliography (i.e., an alphabetical list of cited works).
References contained in such bibliographies usually do not
include any text in addition to that of the citation itself, so
the extent of a reference will correspond exactly with the
extent of the citation.
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•

[ ]الﻬوامﺶor [Notes] -- when the references include
explanatory or analytical text in addition to the citation itself
and appear as part of an ordered list at the end of an article.
The numbers/letters/symbols of the ordered list refer to the
order in which the text the endnote refers to appears in the
body of the article.
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124. <trans-title> - Translated Title
124 Element
124.1 Descriptor
…
124.1 Location in
0 source
…

<trans-title>
Translated Title
…
See Indexing Instructions.

…

124.1
5

Capture each translated version of an article title (and
subtitle if applicable) present in the issue in a separate
<trans-title-group>.

124.1
6

Capture a translation/transliteration of the article title
if present in the issue. The order of preference for a
translated/transliterated article title is:
1) at the head of the article (where it may appear with a
translated abstract)
2) in a table of contents
3) with an abstract that is physically separated from the
article

…

…
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135. Contributor Information in Page Scan and PDF Source
135 Section Title
…
135.8

Contributor Information in Page Scan and PDF Source
…
Do not index as part of a contributor's name the cross
or dagger symbol placed after the name to indicate that
the person is deceased.
● For Arabic names, do not capture phrases such as

رحمﻪ ﷲ, رحمﻬا ﷲ, رحمﻪ ﷲ ﺗعالﻰ, رحمﻬا ﷲ ﺗعالﻰ,
, "Rahamahu Allah", or "Rahamaha Allah" placed
after the name to indicate that the person is
deceased.
Example:
Name in source: دانﻲ شمعون رحمﻪ ﷲ
Capture as:
<surname><شمعون/surname>
<given-names><دانﻲ/given-names>
…
135.1
0
…

…
For contributor names in characters other than Latin,
Arabic, Hebrew, or Cyrillic, use <string-name>.
…

135.1
4

Contributor to Article

135.1
5

Location in Source Instructions:
Page Scan, PDF: Contributor information for an article
is usually listed on the initial page of the article, but it
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can also appear at the end of the article, in an
introduction to the article, at the beginning or end of
sections within an item, and/or in the table of contents.
PDF: If contributor information is not present in PDF
source for articles of type "research-article", "reviewessay" or "book-review", look for contributors in
publisher-provided XML file(s), if available. If
contributor(s) are found there, submit an Indexing
Query in JIRA for a decision on capturing them, and do
not look further. If contributor information is not found
in publisher-provided XML file(s) (or if such files do
not exist), then look for contributor information on the
publisher's website. If contributor(s) are found there,
submit an Indexing Query in JIRA for a decision on
capturing them.
Additionally, for Arabic journals (Page Scan,
PDF):
Capture all article contributors in both Arabic
characters and Latin characters from any of the
locations in the list above labeled "Page Scan, PDF". If
Arabic-script and Latin-script versions of a particular
name are listed in these locations, capture both
versions in separate <name>, <collab>, and/or <stringname> elements within <name-alternatives> or
<collab-alternatives>. The order of preference for
translated/transliterated article author information is:
1) with the article
2) in an issue table of contents
3) with an abstract that is physically separated from the
article
…

…
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136. Date Information for the Issue Being Processed
136 Section Title
…
136.
8

Date Information for the Issue Being Processed
…
Submit an Indexing Query in JIRA to the JSTOR
librarians if any of the following publication date
problems are encountered:
•
•
•
•
•

If publication date is not available.
If there are publication date oddities, irregularities, or
misprints.
If there are discrepancies between prominent sources of date
information.
If the issue has both a coverage date and a publication date.
If the only date available is a copyright date.

NOTE: For regular Archive Collections journals, the vendor is required to
submit a query when date information in the source is in more
than one language. However, for the Arabic Journals Project, a
query is NOT required because this situation is covered by
instructions in the <pub-date> and <string-date> element tables
above.

…

…
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140. Instructions for Handling Illustrations in Page Scan and
PDF Source
140 Section Title

…

Instructions for Handling Illustrations in Page Scan
and PDF Source
…

140.1
0

When illustrations are not related to an article:

140.1
1

Create an <article> for each illustration or for each
grouping of illustrations.
•
•

Use article-type "misc".
Index <article-title> as "[ﺇيﻀاحية
illustration.

 "]ﺻورةfor an individual

•

Index <article-title> as "[ﺗوﺿيحية
illustrations.
Index a caption if present.

 "]رﺳوﻡfor a group of

•
…

…
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141. Issue Front Matter and Back Matter in Page Scan and
PDF Source
141 Section Title

…
141.1
7

Issue Front Matter and Back Matter in Page Scan and
PDF Source
…
Page Scan: Place in Front Matter any pages of nonsubstantive content which appear in the issue before or
within the last article.
PDF: Place in Front Matter any pages of nonsubstantive content which appear in the issue before the
first article.
•

…

Special Case: If an issue has an Arabic front cover at one end
and an English front cover at the other end, so that the issue
can be read from either direction, index the English cover,
English TOC, and any other non-substantive pages at the
front of the English section in Front Matter, not in Back
Matter. Within Front Matter, index the pages at the front of
the Arabic section first, followed by the pages at the front of
the English section. Index pages of the English section in
order starting with the front cover, followed by the inside
front cover, and so on.

…
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141.
20

For an issue that is entirely or partially in Arabic, index
the article titles of these two articles exactly as follows:

المادة األمامية
• For Back Matter: <article-title> المادة المﺆﺧرة
•

For Front Matter: <article-title>

For an issue that is entirely in English or any other nonArabic language, index the article titles of these two
articles exactly as follows:
•
•
…

<article-title> Front Matter
<article-title> Back Matter

…
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Appendix 1: Examples of Conversion from Islamic/Hijri Year
to Gregorian Year(s)
Example:
Year in source: 1361 of the Islamic/Hijri calendar
Conversion: 1 Muharram 1361 = January 18, 1942 (i.e., Islamic/Hijri year 1361
corresponds roughly to Gregorian year 1942)
<pub-date>
<day>1</day>
<month>1</month>
<year>1942</year>
</pub-date>

Example:
Year in source: 1384 of the Islamic/Hijri calendar
Conversion: 1 Muharram 1384 = May 12, 1964 (i.e., Islamic/Hijri year 1384
corresponds roughly to Gregorian year range 1964/1965)
<pub-date>
<day>1</day>
<month>1</month>
<year>1964</year>
</pub-date>
<pub-date>
<day>1</day>
<month>1</month>
<year>1965</year>
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</pub-date>
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Appendix 2: Surname Prefixes
Arabic-Character Surname Prefixes
Example of Contributor

Indexed in
<surname>

Surname Prefix Transliteration
Name in Source

 ﺃبوAbu or Abou

بيير ﺃبو ﻋاﺻﻲ

ﺃبو ﻋاﺻﻲ

بسام ﺃبﻲ ﺯيﺪ

ﺃبﻲ ﺯيﺪ

مﺼﻄفﻰ ﺁل ﻋمران

ﺁل ﻋمران

ﺃﻡ ﻛلﺜوﻡ

ﺃﻡ ﻛلﺜوﻡ

الوليﺪ بﻦ ﻃﻼل بﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز

بﻦ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز

مريم بنﺖ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز

بنﺖ ﻋﺒﺪ العزيز

جوﺯيﻒ بو ﺧليﻞ

بو ﺧليﻞ

ﻋمر ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ

ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ

 ﺃﺑﻲAbi

 ﺁلAl, Aal or Āl
 ﺃﻡUmm
 بﻦBin
 بنﺖBint
 بوBo or Bou
 ﻋﺒﺪAbd

Latin-Character Surname Prefixes
Surname Prefix Example of Contributor Name in Source Indexed in <surname>
Abd

Faruq Abd Allah

Abd Allah

Abdel

Walid Abdel Fatah

Abdel Fatah

Abdul

Munir Abdul Rahman

Abdul Rahman

Abdur

Shareef Abdur Rahman

Abdur Rahman

Abi

Hiba Abi Nasr

Abi Nasr

Abou

Bassam Abou Zeid

Abou Zeid
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Abu

Souheil Abu Jamra

Abu Jamra

Al

Sabika Al Khalifa

Al Khalifa

Āl

Jalal Āl Hamad

Āl Hamad

Bin

Mohammad bin Salman

bin Salman

Bint

Hind bint Abi Umayya

bint Abi Umayya

Bo

Adel Bo Nassif

Bo Nassif

Bou

Wajdi Bou Khalil

Bou Khalil

Umm

Umm Ali

Umm Ali
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